Ms. Melissa Bray
Senior Adviser
The Treasury
Canberra ACT 2600

15 May 2013
Dear Ms Bray
Portfolio Holdings Disclosure
We are writing to you in our capacity as member associations representing: -







Investment managers and managed investment scheme operators (FSC)
providers of superannuation \ RSE trustees (ASFA)
Custodians (ACSA)
Alternative investment managers (AIMA)
Private equity and venture capital (AVCAL)

We strongly support the need for appropriate portfolio holdings disclosure. We believe that
members of superannuation funds and investors in managed investment schemes have the right
to understand where their money has been invested.
However, the manner in which this disclosure occurs is critical to the success of the policy.
It is critical that the disclosure is meaningful to consumers and advisers who will be reading and
using the information disclosed to inform investment and other decisions.
As such, consideration must be given to the appropriate amount, level and nature of the information
disclosed and how it is described and laid out. Any proposals should then be tested with consumers
and advisers to ensure that the information is meaningful and useful to them.
The disclosure framework should appropriately balance investor comprehension and access, efficacy
at achieving policy outcome, cost, efficiency, protection of intellectual property and competitive
neutrality.
It is essential that the portfolio holdings disclosure framework not only considers members and
superannuation providers but also takes account of the numerous stakeholders who manage
superannuation assets and hold them in custody on behalf of trustees. These stakeholders include
domestic and foreign:
-

Managed investment scheme operators
Managers of other investments including private equity and ‘alternatives’
Custodians

We believe there has been insufficient detailed consultation on the portfolio holdings aspect of the
exposure draft regulations. As a result, they fail to strike the right balance by requiring portfolio
holdings disclosure to occur in both aggregated and disaggregated form – resulting in the potential
for significant confusion for investors and materially higher implementation costs for the industry.
Under the proposed model, superannuation trustees would be required to publish a table of
portfolio holdings at a “whole of investment option” level across each underlying investment
vehicle, but also publish the contents of each underlying vehicle (such as managed investment
schemes).
In our view, this approach fails to leverage existing reporting mechanisms and sources of data with
respect to investment holdings and will instead create duplicate obligations which are costly to
implement, risky to manage and inconsistent with those adopted in other jurisdictions.
As presently drafted, we also believe there is a considerable risk that certain investments effectively
will become unavailable to superannuation trustees.
Requiring disclosure of the value of unlisted assets, such as private equity holdings and interests in
real property, could have a negative impact on the value of that investment in certain
circumstances.
For example, if an RSE trustee holds a direct interest in a commercial office building and is seeking to
dispose of that interest, disclosure of the value that the RSE trustee attributes to that interest could
adversely affect the RSE trustee's ability to obtain a sale price which is superior to the book value.
Similar issues arise when, for example, an RSE trustee is in a position to acquire an additional
interest in an existing asset, through the exercise of a pre-emptive right, at a discount to the fund’s
book value.
We also have specific concerns about the uneven playing field between domestic and foreign
investment managers (particularly in relation to hedge funds) whereby the former are obligated to
comply and the latter are not.
In order to address these and other significant concerns, we recommend that targeted consultation
occur with key stakeholders (including custodians, investment managers, alternative investment
managers and superannuation trustees) with a view to finalising a revised regime by
31 December 2013.
Under our proposal the regime would commence as scheduled on 1 July 2014.
As a starting position, we believe the joint ASFA/FSC model, developed in 2012 (attached), be used
during the consultation as an initial alternative to the current mechanism.
Yours sincerely
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